
Questions around key values in the San Jose Watershed 

Value 1: Range, Ranching, Grasslands 

1. How does (open) managed space contribute to recreation? 

2. How does sustainable ranching contribute to our society? 

3. How do poor practices negatively impact the watershed? 

4. How might the amount of grassland change in the future? 

5. What happens to the quality of natural grassland with climate change? 

6. Where/when do we expect natural grassland to develop? 

7. How do we modify forestry practices to recognize the inevitable change? 

a. move out of THLB? 

b. desired condition of new grassland?  

8. Is there a target proportion of open ground to closed forest? 

a. 20% open: no stat change 

b. 20-30%: increased flow 

c. 30%+ : increased peak flow 

9. What will happen with invasive plants? 

10. What are the effects of different ranching practices on different species of fish? 

(numbers, health) 

11. What did the landscape look like 100 years ago? How do we get back to that landscape 

(forest-to-grassland ratio, etc.)? 

12. What was historically open grassland? (100yrs ago) 

13. What are the effects of re-opening range lands over a period of 20, 50, 100yrs? 

14. What are the effects of the use of fire on trees? Berry bushes? Wildlife? 

15. Would the opening up of grasslands and open areas bring back natural species? Berries 

or just grass?  

16. What are the impacts of herbicides and pesticides on ranch lands and range? 

17. What are/were the impacts of beaver dams- and beaver dam removals- on water 

diversion? 

18. What would be the impacts of removing old logging roads? On wildlife migration? On 

water flows? 

19. What would be the impacts of different cattle fencing regulations along creeks? 

 

Value 2: Water 

1. How do increased peak flows signal back to ground water recharge? 

a. Adam Wei: depends on timing. 



2. How do we manipulate forest cover to modulate peak flow? 

3. How do we incorporate the current condition into the framework? 

a. Harry Nelson:  baseline 1 – inactivity 

                             baseline 2 – climate change baseline           

4. Can we increase water storage in wet years to meet demand in dry years? 

NOTE: We already hold back a lot of water for irrigation; historical droughts 

mitigated. 

5. What would increased storage mean to habitat values and present allocation? 

6. Where could additional storage be located? 

7. How do we account for recent changes in forest cover in the water records? 

8. Do we need to sub-divide the watershed to make sense of the history? 

9. Does logging have the same hydrological effect as fire? 

a. Dan Moore: No. Different hydrology, need info on dead stand. 

10. In 50 years, where will we have water, where will we have dry basins? Isolated basins? 

11. How will change in flow affect water quality? Flushing, reduced erosion, increased 

erosion? 

12. How do these changes affect irrigation and Ducks Unlimited habitat projects? 

13. Under different forest types and layouts, how much precipitation actually reached the 

ground? How much permeates? Runs off? Evaporates? 

14. How sustainable is it for communities and individuals to be tapping into different types 

of wells? 

15. Soil water storage: 

a. Improved water storage by management practices:  

- impact on water demand?  

- impact on water output? 

16. What stand structures have the best water retention characteristics? 

a. species? 

b. structure? 

c. density? 

d. height? 

17. Can we predict when water from the San Jose River will be safe to drink? Safe to eat the 

fish? Safe to swim? 

18. Can we make toxin level projections? 

19. What can we expect with regards to water levels? 

20. Can we identify all the natural springs in the watershed and track their status through 

the model runs? 

21. Can we model the effects of different management strategies on all water species? Will 

we see an increase in undesirable species? 



 

Value 3: Habitat 

1. How does climate change affect species at risk (grassland dependent)? 

a. Who are the winners and losers? 

b. Ability to move to better habitat? 

2. How do we model what happens if we are wrong? 

a. Avoid painting ourselves into a new corner; we must maintain our options. 

3. If we had done this exercise in 1950, what would have changed? To what effect?  

4. Can we do a surprise scenario? (example: mass volcanic eruptions resulting in drastic 

cooling in some areas?) 

a. Mark Seilis: We are not working towards one Nirvana- work towards multiple 

futures. 

b. Clint Thompson: How do we know which scenario gives us the “best score”? 

5. MDWR, OGMA, WHA- do these need to change or move in expectation of climate 

change? 

6. In MDWR are the habitat prescriptions appropriate going forward? 

7. How will aspen (which is already stressed- leaf miner) fare under climate change? What 

will the effects be on different bird species? (Marg suggests talking with Cathy Koot 

about affected species) 

8. Can we track wildlife population dynamics through time? 

9. We must protect the dwindling badger population. 

10. Can we make inferences on eagle populations based on what we might see from fish 

populations? 

11. Is it possible to track all species that may be affected? Bears, wolves, deer, moose, birds, 

etc. 

12. Can we mimic what fire did long ago when salmon were still striving? 

 

Value 4: Timber 

1. How will species suitability change across the map? (regeneration planning) 

2. What are the most sensitive stand types in the future? 

3. Silvicultural approaches to establish IDF? Lw? Py? Where should we do that?  

4. Investment and ROI considerations 

5. Disturbance 

a. Fire- risk of loss 

b. Insects and disease fir beetle? budworm? 



6. Timber availability 

7. Planned recovery from MPB/Fire 

8. Can we find stand structures that improve both water and timber (thinning to improve 

growth, increase resilience, and provide greater water yield)? 

9. What happens if we don’t manage stands that way? 

NOTE: We need to collectively define the base case.   
10. What do we know about the impact of harvest practices near creeks? 

11. How will different cut block layouts impact water retention, flow? 

12.  Can we model the impacts of different logging technologies on plants and soil 

disturbance? Heavy machinery vs. small scale logging 

13. What are the effects of years of monoculture planting? Can we compare with what 

things might have looked like if we had stuck with the natural spectrum/ratio of 

species? 

14. Can we map out the effects of logging on wildlife migration patterns? 

 

Value 5: Quality of Life/Recreation 

1. How does the economy respond to climate change and its impacts?  

a. Impacts to tax schemes? 

2. How should we deal with large-scale disturbances? 

3. How do we affect the probability of those effects? 

a. Clint Thompson: How do we measure the economic impacts of e.g. MPB? Timber 

flows through time? 

b. Clint Thompson: We cannot expect to go forward in an unsustainable way (not a 

plausible baseline). 

4. Lac La Hache was a major trading post and gathering place. 

5. Keep in mind there are archaeological sites throughout the watershed. 

6. Will plants used in traditional medicines still be present? 

7. Cow parsnip range is being displaced- why? Forest density? Where will it go in the 

future?  

 

 


